Clinical implications of I-125 dosimetry of bone and bone-soft tissue interfaces.
The dose to bone from I-125 photon interactions is expected to be approximately five times greater than the dose to soft tissue for the same photon fluence because of the dominance of the photoelectric effect. However, adverse clinical effects are not observed for I-125 implants near bone. Both the strong absorption of I-125 photons in bone and the narrowness (about 10 mu) of the high dose transition zone at a bone-soft tissue interface act to limit the volume of radiation sensitive tissue in the high dose region. Examples of calculated implant dose distributions in bone and in soft tissue cavities in bone are presented. Radiobiological measurements are consistent with the theoretical interface calculations. Calculation of the macroscopic dose distribution uses a recently measured radial dose function, while at the bone-soft tissue interface an analytic theory of the transition zone that is applicable to regular shaped cavities is used. Radiobiological experiments comparing cell survival for cells irradiated with 70 kvP X rays at Al-water and polystyrene-water interfaces are consistent with the transition zone calculations.